Welcome

Focus or “Bad” Areas for Adjustment
- Methodology for determining these areas
  - Is there an indication that it’s a COGO issue and not the PLSS/control?
  - What’s necessary to cleanup / adjust these areas?
  - What are your workflows?

Evaluation of Adjustment Priority Areas
- Ensuring the State is aware of these “bad” areas
  - Submission process – coming soon (likely via ServiceNow)
  - Tracking these areas on a map
- Creating metrics to evaluate these areas
  - Is it possible to come up with an objective and repeatable method to quantify error for a given area?
  - Would it be fair to only use estimated error?
  - Or a model of multiple variables
    - Population, Total Taxable Land Value, Est. Error, Etc.

New Items for July’s Meeting
- Any new topics to discuss in July?
- Next meeting: Wed, July 20 @ 10:00am